
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR 5TH GRADE

Results 1 - 24 of The Martin Luther King, Jr. Literacy Set is a 65 page set filled with reading and writing activities that are
perfect for 4th and 5th graders.

Our 1st grade worlds become so much larger in the month of January. Well friends, how do you celebrate
Martin Luther King Day? Day: Would you be a non-violent leader? His dream was to have a fair, peaceful
world where everyone is equal to one another. If you fill this in, you will be marked as a spammer. I laminate
these magazines each year, so my future classes can use them. After so much reading and learning, as a class
and individually my friends share what they are learning. Many of our 1st graders have never heard of Dr.
Please try again. Peace Flower â€” Make a flower out of a handprint using various shades of skin tone paper.
These brainstorm webs become the perfect organizer for paragraphs about out learning. Thank You Dr.
Thanks so much for joining me. Scholastic has complied an awesome list of resources, too. Since our theme
time is so limited in the afternoon, I worked hard to integrate our social studies and science units into our core
reading time. At this age, so many of my friends process their learning through writing. Martin Luther King
Venn Diagram â€” Bring in more social studies by using a then and now venn diagram comparison chart.
During guided reading, we also pull out of Scholastic News Magazines. Join me for weekly classroom updates
and free resources that are just-right for your guided math classroom! King â€” This 30 page mini-unit uses
apples to help discuss diversity, character traits and more. Day is through writing prompts. MLK Jr. Martin
Luther King Day Word Work â€” Students will love figuring out the mystery word phrase in this word work
activity for third grade. These dreams make a perfect hallway display and a sweet writing piece for our 1st
grade portfolio. Martin Luther King Jr. We March is a great follow-up to the Scholastic News magazine.
Martin Luther King Jr Units  Day Martin Luther King, Jr. Inspired Crafts  First Name Email Address We use
this field to detect spam bots. Fingerprint Dove Tutorial â€” Create a class art piece with lots of colors to
symbolize how it takes all of us to make things peaceful. Here are 27 ideas and activities I hope you find
helpful in teaching diversity and Martin Luther King Jr. Also, collecting books from Scholastic Reading Club,
my 1st grade friends love picking books to read during Daily 5. One way for teachers to encourage their
students to celebrate Martin Luther King, Jr. The Holiday Zone: Students can tackle more complicated issues
with this list of writing prompts: Make a list of ten things that you can do to make the world a better place
Write a paragraph explaining how discrimination and prejudice impact our world today Pretend that you had
an opportunity to interview Dr.


